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Italy 
World history wouldn’t be the same without the Roman 

Empire that had its beginning in the southern European nation of 
Italy more than 2,000 years ago. Rome united much of the 
world with roads and a common language, leading to the spread 
of ideas, people, and Christianity. It was also at the heart of the 
Renaissance, which gave the world incredible advancements in the 
arts. Much of the country became part of the French Empire 
under Napoleon Bonaparte, and it first became an independent 
nation in 1861. It was ruled by the Fascist dictator Benito 

Mussolini in the 1920s and remained under his control until he was overthrown in 1943 during World War II. 
Italy became a republic in 1946.  

Italy’s economy today is a mixture of agriculture, manufacturing, and tourism. Millions of tourists from 
around the world visit the countless religious and historic sites as well as numerous art museums. The country’s 
farms produce apples, grapes, olives, tomatoes, and wheat, as well as livestock such as beef and dairy cattle 
and hogs. The manufacturing centers create or process chemicals, clothing, food, machinery, motor vehicles, 
and more for export to other nations.  
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The founding of the capital city of 

Rome is shrouded in legend, but the 

ancient Romans dated its start to  

753 B.C. It was the center of the  

Roman Empire, which at one point, 

stretched to England, Portugal, 

Greece, Turkey, the Persian Gulf, and 

parts of Africa. 

The/founding/of/the/capital/city/of/Rome/is///
shrouded/in/legend,/but/the/ancient/Romans///
dated/its/start/to/753/B.C./It/was/the/center/
of/the/Roman/Empire,/which/at/one/point,//////
stretched/to/England,/Portugal,/Greece,////////
Turkey,/the/Persian/Gulf,/and/parts/of/Africa./ 
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The/founding/of/the/capital/city/of/Rome/is///
shrouded/in/legend,/but/the/ancient/Romans///
dated/its/start/to/753/B.C./It/was/the/center/
of/the/Roman/Empire,/which/at/one/point,//////
stretched/to/England,/Portugal,/Greece,////////
Turkey,/the/Persian/Gulf,/and/parts/of/Africa./ 
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 I hope you’ve enjoyed visiting four of the many amazing places in Italy! Before 

you leave to go home, could I ask you to do something special for the people here? 

Many people in Italy believe in Jesus, but there is a lot of temptation to only say you 

believe in Jesus and actually do whatever you want. And many people in Italy still 

haven’t understood yet that Jesus loves them.   

 Will you remember to pray for the people of Italy? Here are a few things you 

can pray for. You can add more prayer requests to the list as you think of them!  

 
 

 Pray that people will have Bibles to read in whatever language they speak. 

 
 Pray for the people living in Rome, Naples, Florence, and Palermo, plus 
 every city and town to believe in Jesus.  
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